
How to Scan - Best Practices



Before you scan

Charge your device
Make sure you have enough battery to last throughout the 
scan. We recommend at least 50% battery, however, you 
shouldn’t need more than 5%.

Plan your path
Take a few minutes to walk through the building paying 
close attention to the path that you will take while scanning. 
Try to find a logical route that doesn’t revisit areas if 
possible. Areas that are not scanned won’t be included in 
your plans.
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Before you scan

Turn on Airplane mode
By switching your phone into airplane mode, incoming calls 
or alerts will not interrupt the scan. If the scan is interrupted, 
you’ll have to start over.

Remove external lens / case
Remove any camera blocking cases and external lenses. 
We can’t process scans that are taken through an external 
lens or if something blocks the camera.



Before you scan

Turn on lights
The more the better. Turn on all lights and open curtains/
blinds.

Open all doors
To ensure easy access to all rooms and spaces while 
scanning, open all doors that lead into rooms you intend to 
scan.
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Starting a scan

Enter the street name of the property
Don’t worry, you can change this later. The street name will 
be your identifier for the scan and help to distinguish one 
scan from other scans.

Turn your device to landscape mode
Before hitting the familiar red record button, turn your phone 
into landscape mode. The scan will only work in this mode.



While scanning

Start from the lowest floor
Scan one floor completely before moving to the next. Do not 
go back and forth between floors during the scan.

Start scanning on the lowest floor and work your way 
upwards. We recommend you start from the entrance, but 
do whatever works best for the building you are scanning.



While scanning

Keep the device at chest height
Keep the device at chest height and tilt is slightly 
downwards.

Avoid rapid movement
Hold the camera steady with both hands and walk at a 
normal walking pace.



While scanning

Stay 3’ to 8’  from objects
Scan no closer than 3’ and no farther than 8’ from objects. 
This is the optimal range for data collection.

Walk forward (not sideways).



While scanning

Avoid entering  small spaces
Scan small spaces through the door opening without 
entering the space.

Back out of tight spaces
In small rooms, back out to avoid turning around.



While scanning

Scan fixed furniture and windows
If there are fixed furniture or windows, stop, pan up to show 
the furniture or the bottom of the window, then pan down. 
Make sure you are stationary when you do this. 



While scanning

No need to scan ceilings
Focus on where the floor meets the wall with more 
emphasis on the floor than the wall. No need to show more 
than 3 feet of the wall.

Avoid covering the lens
Hold the camera steady with both hands and walk at a 
normal walking pace.



Finishing your order

Send your order using high-speed internet
While connected to the  high speed internet, send the order 
for processing. The size of the data being sent  increases 
linearly depending on the scan length. A one minute scan is 
approximately 25 megabytes.

Provide accurate address information
This will help identify your order and enable location 
dependent features such as the “Home Report”.



Receiving your floor plan

Your floor plan will be delivered within one 
business day
We will process and manually check every floor plan before 
we send it to you.

Delivery email
You will receive an email once your floor plan is available for 
download from the app or web.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AarLED3wGsU


Examples

Scan a Hallway

Scan a Room with Furniture

Scan a Tight Space

Scan stairs

Scan fixed furniture and windows

https://youtu.be/zabDOKTVDa4
https://youtu.be/Ea36ZyOuLHU
https://youtu.be/EE0i6X57q9o
https://youtu.be/BC648aqqrT0
https://youtu.be/M8mSlJ6tlB0


Example scan

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1uvkYstAmtSf5neL3XaWRAAT9QCcB2A0s/view


More Questions?

Check out our Help Center:
https://www.cubi.casa/faq/

https://www.cubi.casa/how-to-use-cubicasa-app/

https://www.cubi.casa/faq/
https://www.cubi.casa/how-to-use-cubicasa-app/

